
Don’t fold in the 

face of ransomware

Fewer than 10% of 
companies survive 
a disaster without a 
disaster recovery plan1

In the Americas, 
47% of data center 
servers, 49% of 
remote of昀椀ces and 
46% of cloud instances 
were impacted by 
ransomware2

24% of organizations 
that faced a ransomware 
attack paid the ransom, 
but were unable to 
recover their data3

Ransomware attacks 
cause an average of 
16.2 days of downtime4

The average cost of 
downtime is $88,000 
per hour—or $1,467 
per minute5

It’s high stakes when business continuity is on the line. When disaster 
strikes, ThinkOn Disaster Recovery (DRaaS) with Veeam is a recovery 

plan that’s a sure bet.

Don’t gamble with your business

Downtime costs hurt more than just your 昀椀nancials. Downtime 
damages your brand reputation, employee productivity and 
satisfaction, and customer trust.

Your business relies on digital technologies. With all that data moving 
around, a disaster recovery strategy is critical. This is especially true 
during times of economic uncertainty—when every happy customer 
counts, and every bad actor in a rapidly evolving cyber threat 
landscape is trying a different tactic.

A reliable disaster recovery solution helps organizations avoid 
catastrophic data loss. With a comprehensive data backup and 
recovery strategy in place, you can be certain that your data is not only 
protected from an outage or cyber threat, but also safe inside a secure 
data supply chain. 

Part of a winning disaster recovery strategy

ThinkOn’s Disaster Recovery with Veeam is a DRaaS solution that 
makes it easy to replicate all your IT workloads and apps from private 
or public clouds, for both virtual and physical environments.

Recovery is a sure bet when you use our next-generation instant 
recovery engine underpinned by software from Veeam, a leader in 
data center backup and recovery solutions. 

ThinkOn DRaaS with Veeam won’t let you down when data disaster 
strikes (because a data crisis is not the time to discover that parts of 
your machines aren’t replicating properly). 

DRaaS with Veeam 
Disaster Recovery with Veeam  
is the ace in your hand 



It only takes a minute—or ten—to get in the game  

In just ten minutes, set up cloud replication with accelerated DR 

and one-click failover orchestration for instant mass (or speci昀椀c 
VM) restore mechanisms.

Prices that won’t cost 
you all your chips

With hyperscale cloud, 
replicating in is painless, but 
getting your data out during 
recovery? That’ll cost you. 
With ThinkOn, enjoy foolish-
free billing and no invisible 
fees—ingress, egress, or 
otherwise.

You hold the cards

As the subscriber, you retain 
control over replication 
policies so you can build 
the right solution for your 
applications. You can also  
get geo-speci昀椀c about  
where your data resides. 

A full house of disaster 
recovery experts

ThinkOn is a Veeam 
accredited cloud provider  
and platinum partner with 
a slew of Veeam-certi昀椀ed 
experts on staff. Our service 
levels and infrastructure 
follow Veeam’s best practices. 

No blu昀케ng

DRaaS with Veeam eliminates the need to build, maintain, and grow a second site on your own. 

Our deal? Keeping disaster recovery simple.  DRaaS with Veeam diminishes the effect of probable 

disruptions, allowing you to: 

• Safeguard all your virtual systems with the help of a single, 

reliable partner

• Employ partial failover at a low cost for most VM workloads

• Comply with SSAE 16, ISO 9001/27001, HIPAA, and PIPEDA

• Mitigate risk and prevent expensive downtime

• Conduct ef昀椀cient and non-disruptive DR testing

With us, the stakes are in your favor

If you run into a problem, we have Veeam experts on staff with 

deep industry experience. You’ll get faster support dealing with us 

than dealing with the software vendor.

Time to go all-in with ThinkOn DRaaS with Veeam.

Reach out.  

We’re here to help!

sales@thinkon.com

(844) 888-4465
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